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Following along as we cover this month's Accessibility Advisory
Committee meeting. This what we're going to talk about:

MEETING PREVIEW: Accessibility Advisory Committee for February 21…
This month’s Accessibility Advisory Committee gets down to business with a lot of
planning and other work that requires the board’s feedback and insight. On the
agenda is walking, parki…

https://guelphpolitico.ca/2023/02/17/meeting-preview-accessibility-advisory-committee-…

The meeting is called to order. No Disclosure of Conflict of Interest.

Motion to approve the minutes passes unanimously.  

October 18, 2022 (as amended) 

December 20, 2022 

January 17, 2023

First item: Legislated Minute Taking Standards. his memo to the committee essential

explains that meeting minutes will now be more streamlined in keeping with Section 239 (7)

of the Municipal Act.

What does that mean? The minutes will keep track of motions, amendments, votes and a

one-line description of presentations, but they will not have feedback, questions and

answers, and summaries of debate (although that stuff will be captured in staff notes).

The good news though is that meetings will now be recorded and posted on the City website

for everyone to enjoy.

Deputy Clerk McMahon says that the minutes for the meetings will now look similar to city

council minutes, and like city council, and the video will be bookmarked for each item.

McMahin calls it a "significant" amount of transparency.
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No questions for McMahon, but Chair Root says that anyone with a Q can get in touch with

the clerks.

Next: Margaret Greene Park - New Splash Pad. Christina Vannelli - Park Planner with the

Parks Department is presenting.

Margaret Greene has it exists now, and where the splash pad might go:

Design Guidelines for the Splash Pad Pt 1: 

• Splash pad fixtures at a variety of heights and a 

variety of spray features and locations; 

• Play components grouped together by age and 

skill level; 

• Spacing in between fixtures to be FADM 

compliant;

Design Guidelines for the Splash Pad Pt 2: 

• FADM space for circulation around the splash 

pad; 

• Provide accessible route from parking to splash 

pad which meets FADM requirements 

• Colour contrast will comply with FADM

requirements 

• Accessible seating options

FADM = Facility Accessibility Design Manual. It's a step up from AODA design standards.

What is your accessibility-related 

feedback on: 

• Splash pad equipment: 

• Low and ground water features (example: bubblers) 

• Vertical and tall water features (example: tall sprayers, water jets) 

• Site seating and shade: 

• Seating (example: cluster, picnic tables, benches)

The final design should come back to the AAC later this spring or summer. Construction

could start in October.
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Member Ashkewe notes that plastic bench would be a nice addition for people who use

power wheelchairs so they could transfer to the bench and enjoy the water features. Staff

make that note as a great idea.

Member McPherson says that he's concerned about the push for more metal infrastructure,

and asks about the picnic tables. Staff says that they will likely be square. McPherson asks

abotu extensions for wheelchair access. They will be extensions.

Member McMurdo asks about. Vannelli says that the grading will be FADM compliant.

Member Popkey asks about change rooms. Vannelli says that's not presently the scope in this

project, so that will be a takeaway. Popkey notes that kids can have accessibility concerns too

and so can their parents. Also need to be able to accessibly turn on the water.

Root suggests some shade and seating in the water areas so that people can still enjoy it if

taking a break.

Next up, Downtown Parking Master Plan - Early Engagement. Jamie Zettle - Program

Manager for Parking, Engineering and Transportation Services, is on hand but Stuart

Anderson, Senior Associate for BA Group, will present.

Anderson calls this pre-consultation, and wants to get the thoughts of the AAC before the

work gets too far along.

This is an update to the plan done for the City in 2015, a "long term study to plan for the

right amount of parking, in the right locations, for the right price and the right reasons" over

the next 20 years!

The study is limited to City-owned and operated parking in the downtown boundary (as

intended in the DT Secondary Plan. The scope:

Anderson notes that we're at the beginning of the study. The first public sessions will take

place in April, incl. targeted outreach to downtown businesses. Second round of consultation

will be in June with an open house presentation before coming back to the AAC.
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Qs for AAC:  

1) What is working with respect to the existing parking 

ecosystem in the downtown that you would like to see 

strengthened? 

2) What ideas do you have for improving how accessible parking is provided in the

downtown?

McMurdo asks about the DT borders. Anderson explains that it's east of Dublin to the river,

and London to Wellington. He admits that including the map from the DTSP would have

been a good idea.

McMurdo asks about transit angle. Anderson says they will fold in the recommendations

from the transit plan.

Ashkewe asks how many accessible spaces are downtown. 19 on-street, 22 in west parkade, 8

in east, 12 in Market, 2 in Macdonell lot, and 4 in the Neeve lot with plans to add more.

That's 67 total spots.

Member Stiestra asks about dealing with the climate for all seasons. Zettle says that staff are

going to work with Traffic on access points on the sidewalk and curb, the focus has been on

parkades, but only solves half problem b/c maybe ppl don't always want to park in parkade.

Popkey asks if there are any stats about use of accessible spots and the busiest times.

Anderson says they do have that information, and can make it available.

Root notes that staff should keep in mind that there's more than one type of business

frequented by people with disabilities. Also, notes that cars are an accessibility device for

some people with a disability.

Root also suggests that there should be EV parking that's accessible, or plan for future EV

spots. There are also some lots in Toronto and Ottawa that let's ppl with an accessibility

sticker park for free. That could be an idea.

Member Beitz says that it would be wonderful to have more spaces, but it also concerned

about able bodied people abusing privileges.

Next up is Protected Cycling Network Study: College Avenue Corridor. Andrew Miller -

Project Engineer, Engineering and Transportation Services - Design and Construction, will

present.

What is a "Protected Cycling Facility"? Protected Cycling facilities create a dedicated space

within the right-of-way for people to cycle, that is physically separated from vehicle traffic. 

Staff have done two feedback sessions with AAC so far.



Overview of plans for College Ave:

Concepts:

staff want to know if there are there any additional stakeholders, community groups, etc.

that the AAC recommends that staff seek advice and input from regarding this project?

McPherson asks why there's no protected lanes between Janefield end Edinburgh. Miller

says that portion of College is being looked at for priority bus lanes so that that curb isn't

moved out and then moved back.

McPherson suggests have a light or something that gets the yield signs at bus stops more

attention. He also asks if the protected intersection is the same as the crosswalk at

Gordon/Stone. Miller notes that there's a little bit more protection.

Member Camerson asks if mobility aids will have any issues with protected intersection.

Miller says all points of the crossing should be at the same level to make it easier for

everyone to cross.

Popkey asks about width of the bile lane. Miller says optimally 2m wide, there may be some

narrowing to 1.5 depending on the road. She asks about clearing it more snow and dust.

Miller says they're talking to operations now.

Popkey notes that some of these bike lanes in Toronto are slippery when wet, so she's not

sure about the material that staff is planning for the bike tracks. Miller notes that the

material will be asphalt and that T.O. uses a type of paint that makes the track slippery.

Beitz asks if there will be any non-visual indicator to let people know where to stand when

getting the bus. Miller says there will be tactile plate on the ground that will clue in people

with visual impairment.
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Beitz also notes the concern with making sure that people with a visual disability get picked

up by the bus, even if they're standing back from the side from the road. Miller says he'll

have some discussions with transit.

Next up, Comprehensive Zoning Bylaw Update. Abby Watts - Program Manager for the

review, and Elyssa Pompa - Policy Planner, Planning and Building Services are on hand to

present and answer questions.

FYI: Council will be making a final decision on the new comprehensive zoning bylaw on April

18.

Answering the AAC's previous concern about the accessibility of stacked townhouses, and

there's limited regulation on types of housing so that's outside the scope. So is zoning right-

of-why so they can't demand sidewalks on both sides of the street.

On the plus side, staff can add a definition for accessible vehicle to make driveways widths

more flexible to meet accessible needs.

Minimum parking standards? Regulations have been revised to make sure accessible parking

will not be reduced in parking adjustment areas. Thusly, those standards will be the same

around the city.

Watts notes that it's hard to development standards beyond what is allowed by the province,

because the City might have to go to the OLT to defend them, which is hard when the zoning

bylaw goes beyond provincial standards.

Popkey asks if the accessible driveway option will be on every home. Watts says it's an

option, and especially directed at driveways limited to 3m width. Watts says staff has

concerns about making it city-wide.

Popkey says this sounds like a person with a mobility device would have to be a first time

owner of that home. Watts says this will allow any homeowner to extend their driveway.

Root notes that everyone in accessibility considers the AODA to a bare minimum and has

barely been updated, so there needs to be some kind of work around because the AODA is

not to be considered the maximum.
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• • •

Next item is Project Introduction: Emma Street to Earl Street Cycling and Pedestrian Bridge.

Jackie Kay - Project Engineer, Engineering and Transportation Services - Design and

Construction will present.

Root says this is for information, and introduction of an upcoming project to the AAC. Three

design concepts will be released for public commentary sometime by the end of March, and

the AAC will be sent a survey for their comments and accessibility-related advice specifically.

When detailed work on the design begins, it will come to the AAC for a formal feedback

session at a future committee meeting.

Last, but not least, Site Plan Internal Review Report and New Legislation Impacts. Sarah

Cunneyworth, Accessibility Co-ordinator will discuss this.

This is about the changes created by Bill 109 and Bill 23. Site plan apps must be approved in

60 days, and if there's a 120 delay, the applicant gets all their fees back.

From the AAC, there are two categories of comments needs for the site plan, required

comments and recommended comments. The required are based on laws, the recommended

are comments made for the consideration of the applicant.

Required covers AODA and Design of Public Spaces (DOPS) Standards while FADM falls

under recommended unless it's a City-owned building.

The AAC currently reviews industrial, commercial and multi-residential sits. Members of the

AAC are trained to review the site plans and meet every two weeks depending on the number

of applications. Next meeting is next week on Feb 28.

It seems like we've lost quorum, we're one person short. Chair Root proposes to have a vote

on the motion. Cunneyworth says she can survey members before April and see who's

interested in joining the committee to review site plans.

Without quorum, there's no need for a motion to adjourn, so...
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